
Terra Verde™



 

Terra Verde™ 

We experience life, family and friends, in 

the best of circumstances around a table 

enjoying a meal. We’re thankful for the 

bounty of our planet, the green earth, 

and that we can share time together. 

Terra Verde celebrates this union of earth 

and human spirit in harmony.



 

Serving Platter
F1493015314 (14"), 6 ea.

Square Platter
J1491555N (16"), 1 ea.

Oval Platter
J1492320N (20"), 1 ea.

Terra Verde™ Natural 

With a variety of shapes and sizes to impress the most persnickety 

diner, this pattern makes a statement with its aesthetically 

pleasing colors while the size and shapes make for imaginative 

and artistic plating. Each piece is artistically crafted with a 

sun-kissed border that draws the eyes to the center of the plate, 

making it the perfect canvas for rustic food. 

Plate
F1493015155 (11"), 11⁄2 doz.

Appetizer Tray
F1493015412 (13" x 61⁄4"), 1 doz.

Plate
F1493015123 (7"), 4 doz.

Pasta Entrée Dish
F1493015748 (10"), 2 doz.

Sauce Dish / Bowl
F1493015941 (41⁄2"), 6 doz.

Bowl
F1493015730 (81⁄2"), 1 doz.

Mug
F1493015563 (11 oz.), 3 doz. natural





 

Serving Platter
F1493020314 (14"), 6 ea.

Square Platter
J1491555D (16"), 1 ea.

Oval Platter
J1492320D (20"), 1 ea.

Terra Verde™ Dusk 

The bold and strong, yet calming and soothing colors, make this 

line the ideal dinnerware to make an unforgettable impression 

at table. On point with the latest trends, Dusk serves artistic food 

on the backdrop of something decorative. The gradations of 

blue harmonizes well with the brilliant colors of food.

Plate
F1493020155 (11"), 11⁄2 doz.

Appetizer Tray
F1493020412 (13" x 61⁄4"), 1 doz.

Plate
F1493020123 (7"), 4 doz.

Pasta Entrée Dish
F1493020748 (10"), 2 doz.

Sauce Dish / Bowl
F1493020941 (41⁄2"), 6 doz.

Bowl
F1493020730 (81⁄2"), 1 doz.

Mug
F1493020563 (11 oz.), 3 doz. dusk





 

Serving Platter
F1493025314 (14"), 6 ea.

Square Platter
J1491555C (16"), 1 ea.

Oval Platter
J1492320C (20"), 1 ea.

Terra Verde™ Cotta 

Created to give the impression of sun baked tile, Cotta has hues 

of orange and red that when used as the backdrop to rustic 

food, it creates a palette pleasing familiarity. The eye-catching 

plates, mismatched colors and unconventional shapes, deliver 

on the total comfort experience. 

Plate
F1493025155 (11"), 11⁄2 doz.

Appetizer Tray
F1493025412 (13" x 61⁄4"), 1 doz.

Plate
F1493025123 (7"), 4 doz.

Pasta Entrée Dish
F1493025748 (10"), 2 doz.

Sauce Dish / Bowl
F1493025941 (41⁄2"), 6 doz.

Bowl
F1493025730 (81⁄2"), 1 doz.

Mug
F1493025563 (11 oz.), 3 doz. cotta
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